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Basler: Julia Beringer Huber

Julia Beringer Huber
OFF TO THE WEST!
At the time of the Dorlikon pioneers only Indian paths led west,
and yet, the traffic connections to the Midwest hold a core position in
the history of North America. My wife and I went to one of the most
important centers in this context, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, coming
from Newark, New Jersey. As a member of a delegation of experts
I had been to Newark twenty years before, when, for the first time
worldwide , a novel way of building runways was being tested there.
On our visit in 1992, on the other hand, I was more interested in the
airport's three large hangars, for engineers of our firm were drawing
the plans for a monorail designed to link the various parts of the
whole complex. The monorail itself was also to be delivered by a
Swiss manufacturer.
World-Famous Roads
These are novel transportation projects that clearly point to the future,
and yet, when taking off from Newark airport, the best-known road among
engineers-America's first highway-continues to fascinate. At the eve
of World War II this super-highway brought innovations in technology,
financing, and politics-innovations that were to assume model functions
worldwide. In particular the problem of financing an undertaking of this
scale was settled in exemplary fashion here by introducing tolls for its
users. Politically, too, this approach offered a welcome model for jobcreation programs during the Great Depression.
Now, on our way to Milwaukee, the roads along the lakes of
New Jersey and the Hackensack River lay all below us. I recognized
an endless viaduct with enormous arches-Pulasky Skyway. This
bridge I came to respect thirty-five years before when once during the
morning rush hour, squeezed into one of the four lanes and blinded by
the morning sun, I desperately tried to get to Lincoln Tunnel. Unlike
us now, the Dorlikon families upon reaching this region found but
impenetrable marshes.
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The Appalachians-Obstacle to Early Settlement
Within only one generation, air traffic, just like road construction,
has made enormous technological progress . From the propeller-driven
planes thirty years ago, for example, one could still make out people on
the ground. This time is clearly past. But today, under favorable weather
conditions, such as we had on our flight to Milwaukee, one even recognizes
the topography of the country below-in our case the Appalachians.
Their extended ridges reminded me of the Swiss Jura, but being more
numerous than the Jura ranges, they are harder to cross. This accounts for
the fact that settlers' migration to regions beyond them was stalled for two
centuries. To trace settlers in colonial Pennsylvania one therefore has to
look at the stretch of land southeast of the 'Blue Mountains', as the first
ridges are called there.
Far north of our route to Milwaukee I managed to make out the area
of the Erie Canal, the daring undertaking that conquered the Appalachians ,
thus opening the way to the Midwest (see fig. 5). Like the Pennsylvania
Turnpike, this is a project that in terms of size, innovativeness, and financial
boldness, preceded its age for decades. The 300-mile waterway was dug by
shovel and axe-through manual labor. Like Egypt's pyramids, it was thus

Figure 5: Philadelphia and New York represented the gateways to the
territory in the west The Erie Canal begins at Buffalo ( upper left) and
leads to Albany, capital of New York State.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/4
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still a product of renewable energy, of muscle power. From that time on,
freight could be transported smoothly with horses pulling the ships along,
thus avoiding most of the friction. Compared to road transports, cargo
capacity could be increased forty times that way, while using the same
horsepower. By 1825 goods from the Midwest reached New York at a tenth
of the former freightage. It was due to the construction of this canal, then,
that the states of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Michigan began to prosper.
Who wonders why of all places Johann Rudolph Huber sent his
daughter to Milwaukee 120 years ago, may her find an answer: this was
the place Swiss emigrants chose after the opening of the Erie Canal, for
here were the "white spots", the areas on the map where farmland was
to be had. Some 5000 Swiss settled at this late frontier, among whom
Julias' s aunt- a Mrs. Fehr from Gtitighausen - and a Georg Beringer from
Unterstammheim. Julia and Georg were to get married in Milwaukee in
1879. (In figure 1 Stammheim can be seen in the top right-hand corner [of
that part of the map] .)

HERMANN BERINGER'S FAMILY LINE
'Are you Mr. and Mrs. Basler?' a sprightly lady in her seventies
asked us at Milwaukee airport. 'Yes! And are you Barbe DahlbergBeringer?' We were indeed greatly excited-face to face with us stood
Julia's granddaughter and her husband! They showed us round the old
town-center with its famous breweries. In one of these Georg Beringer had
earned his living. Close by were buildings from the turn of the century, in
one of which Julia had raised three sons.
Julia, Live!
The biggest surprise, however, we experienced at the Dahlberg's
marvelous country house at Brookfield. There, for the first time ever,
we saw Julia together with her husband and their three sons-on a
photograph, of course (see figure 6). 8 Thus, despite learning much
about the Hubers and Julia's fate in my youth and later years, I and my
Nife had had to travel some 5000 miles to experience that moment.
8
Julia 's eldest son Hermann married Johanna Wupper, while her youngest ,
N'illiam , married Johanna' s sister Martha; Albert, the one in the middle, married ElizaJeth M. Marshall in New York City. Hermann and Johanna had eight children, among
whom Barbe , whereas Albert had three children, and William two.
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Figure 6: Julia Huber (born 1857, at Dorlikon) with her husband (born
1849, at Stammheim), and their three sons Hermann (left; born 1881),
Albert (right; born 1883), and William (middle; born 1887).
As Barbe Dahlberg-daughter of Julia's eldest son Hermann-told us,
Julia used to sing with her and teach her French. Often she would appear
quite melancholy, as if being sad. 'But you couldn't find a nicer person;
she was a wonderful mother', she declared, 'and look at the embroidery!'
Moved, my wife took a close look at Julia's needlework from 1870-a
product of Dorlikon 's sewing school.
ALBERT BERINGER'S LINE

A rich suburb on the way out to Connecticut and not far from the
coast, Larchmont is to New York what Kiisnacht is to Zurich. My wife
and I received an invitation from there, as well. This time it came from the
three sons of Julia's second son Albert. They had all been born and raised
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/4
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.t Larchmont, and like Julia's half-brothers (that is, the children of father
Huber's second marriage) they had been successful in such diverse areas
as engineering, chemistry, and business.

Taller Than the 'Weinliinder' People
We met Marshall, Stuart, and Bruce on Saturday, October 2. The
wives of these retirees turned out to be as active and as interested in
genealogy as Mrs. Dahlberg. A few fragments of our rather unstructured
conversation may illustrate how emotional our encounter was: 'Oh,
I have a famous recipe of Julia's somewhere-now where did I put
it?' Meanwhile, I couldn't get my eyes off the Beringer sons. Did not
Bruce resemble some people in Thalheim? He looked so familiar, but,
characteristically, the three American descendants were all taller than
their Thalheim forefathers. Another thing that struck me were the close
family ties. 'This is Julia', I thought, 'she raised her sons in true Dorlikon
fashion.'
Childhood Memories
Later our hosts played tapes for us on which the aged Albert
was recounting childhood memories to his grandchildren. One of his
stories concerned a small goat which Julia had let her children have;
at that time there must have been some land around their small house.
Another recollection dealt with 'Silvester', as New Year's Eve is called
in Europe's German-speaking areas. Albert spoke some Swiss-German
dialect to talk about it. As he recalled correctly, the person getting up
latest on this last day of the year is named 'Silvester' and throughout
the day gets teased in the following words: "Silvaschter, Silvaschter
stand uuf, streck d Bei zum Bett uus!" ('Silvester, Silvester get up,
stretch your legs out of your bed.) Yet another memory of Albert's had
to do with his mother's famous recipe, which amidst excitement and
questions our hosts still had not found. It seemed to concern some kind
of pastry that was traditionally served around Christmas. According to
Albert, Julia would always cut this delicacy into three equal parts-one
for each of her boys; and the one to choose his piece first would have to
wait three years for his next turn. From one or two of Albert's remarks
my wife and I inferred what the object in question was- 'Birnweggen',
a traditional Swiss pastry filled with dried pears. I told my hosts how,
ike Julia, during the winter months my mother would fetch dried pears
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2010
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out of the big old chest-the 'Stticklitrog' -in which dried fruit was
stored; how, after soaking and chopping the pears, she would add raisins
and walnuts, spreading the paste onto a thin sheet of bread dough, and
finally rolling it up and baking it. Of course, spices and, if available,
cream would be added, too; and my grandmother would even use some
'Schnaps' - cherry brandy- for the frosting.
In the course of our candle-lit dinner, the images of our common
ancestors grew ever more tangible. And when dessert was served in
Julia's dishes, she seemed to be present in person. Encounters with
ancestors of the sort just described always strike me as elevating. In
looking for traces of those who went to the New World, one grows
particularly conscious of the traditions and values at home, of the Swiss
customs on New Year's Eve, for example, whose roots must go back to
paganism, or of the 'Birnweggen', a product of necessity and age-old
wisdom. To survive the hard winters north of the Alps, one would dry
most of the harvested crops, thus being able to preserve them. After
soaking and baking it during the winter months, even sour, inedible
fruit such as Switzerland's cider pears could be served as a welcome
dish. For a similar reason I had long been interested in the 'SchnitzHaus' of the Moravians, the founders of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.
There, too, crab apples and other harvested crop were peeled, sliced,
spread out, dried, and finally stored. The 'Schnitz-Haus', then, like my
mother's 'Stticklitrog', were replaced by today's freezers. Unlike the
latter, however, they saved not only energy, but also used it exclusively
in renewable form.

Cultural Assets-a Dowry for the New Homelands
One might be struck by our grandmothers' efforts to make their
pastries look and taste delicious. For them decorating the dishes they
prepared mattered as much as adorning their windows with flowers. It
irks me therefore if in films on former farm life the meals served look like
animal feed. Take the ornaments on our grandmothers', Birnweggen', for
example: To allow the steam to evaporate during the baking process, they
would pierce their golden surfaces with small holes, thus creating pretty
zigzag patterns. And in no time they would press little ornaments onto
loaves of freshly churned butter-patterns that always reminded me of a
blackbird's imprints on new snow. Such traditions made people feel at
home. Regarding the emigrants, they also provided support during the
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/4
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Figure 7: Julia Huber shortly before emigrating
to Milwaukee.

painful first period away from home and relatives. Thus, what material
possessions meant for their physical survival, old traditions, brought
with them, meant for their spiritual well being. From the discussions
and observations at the Dahlbergs I gathered that Julia was homesick,
despite the fact that her younger brothers Hermann and Albert had joined
her in Milwaukee. (The two are said, though, to have moved to Chicago
later or, possibly, Latin America.) Apparently, Julia began to suffer from
persistent stomach cramps; and since no doctor could help, she wrote
to her father. He gave her advice, recommending in particular herb tea,
which eventually eased the pain. At the age of sixty-six, however, Julia
·ted of cancer of the abdomen.
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